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Method, diaphragms and optical receiving devices for

improving the depth of field in a linear optical code

reader

* * * * *

DESCRIPTION

The invention relates to a method for improving the

depth of field in the detection of a linear optical

code, comprising simultaneously forming two or more

equally focused but differently apertured in phase

images of an optical code on a linear sensor.

Diaphragms and optical receiving devices suitable to

implement the method are described.

Within the present description and attached claims,

under "optical code" it is meant to indicate a sequence

of elements of different colour, typically white and

black, in the number and/or relative size of which

information is codified. Under "linear optical code" it

is meant to indicate an optical code locally invariant

in a direction orthogonal to the direction in which the

information is codified, also called the scanning

direction or "optical code direction", hence readable

with a linear optical code reader. Examples of such

linear optical codes are bar codes and postal codes,

but also stacked codes, wherein the code is locally

invariant or invariant in sections in the direction

orthogonal to the optical code direction.

Generally, an optical code reader comprises on the one

hand a light source and an optical illuminating and/or

scanning path which leads from the light source towards

the optical code, on the other hand a photosensitive

device or sensor and an optical receiving device,

arranged in an optical receiving path which leads from



the optical code to the sensor. Everything is placed in

a suitable housing, provided with at least one window,

through which preferably both the optical illuminating

path and the optical receiving path pass, namely both

the light which from the light source goes to

illuminate the optical code, and the light which from

the illuminated optical code returns towards the

sensor.

As is known, light is absorbed by the dark elements and

diffused by the light elements of the optical code, and

therefore the signal generated by the sensor at a light

element takes up a high value, while the signal

generated at a dark element takes up a low value. The

sensor therefore generates an alternating electrical

signal whose waveform is modulated by the sequence of

light/dark elements of the optical code. There is an

analogous behaviour in case of linear optical codes

which may be read by non-visible electromagnetic

radiation, for example IR or UV.

The optical receiving device typically comprises an

objective comprising one or more lenses, for collecting

and forming the image of the optical code onto the

sensor. The design of the objective fixes important

parameters of the reader, such as the field of view and

the focusing distance, wherein under "field of view"

the region "optically subtended" by the sensor through

the optical receiving device is meant, i.e. the region

from which the sensor receives light through the

optical receiving device.

The displacement of the objective moreover permits the

adjustment -automatic or manual- of the focusing

distance. Indeed, moving the objective closer to the

sensor, the conjugate point of the sensor on the object



plane is moved further away and accordingly an improved

reading at long distance between the reader and the

optical code is obtained; on the other hand, moving the

objective away from sensor, the conjugate point of the

sensor is moved towards the reader and therefore an

improved reading at small-distance between the reader

and the optical code is obtained.

Both in the optical code readers of portable type and

in those of fixed type, it is appropriate that the

reading of the optical code can correctly occur also

for different distances between the reader and the

optical code. It is therefore appropriate, besides the

capability of adjusting the focusing distance, for the

optical receiving device to have an adequate depth of

field.

Under "depth of field" the range of reader-optical code

distances within which the elements of an optical code

may be resolved is meant. The depth of field therefore

depends, besides on the characteristics of the optical

device, also on the resolution of the optical code.

It is furthermore appropriate for a reader to be

capable of reading optical codes of different

resolution, wherein the "resolution" is measured in

terms of the size of the thinner element of the code,

called "module" of the optical code.

The optical receiving device typically comprises,

upstream or downstream of the objective, a diaphragm

meant as an opaque screen stopping the light, having a

light passing aperture so that, of a beam of light rays

incident on the diaphragm, the rays which pass through

the aperture contribute to the formation of the image

onto the sensor, while those intercepted are excluded

therefrom.



- A -

The known linear optical code readers typically

comprise, in the optical receiving path, a diaphragm

having only one aperture, typically of a rectangular

shape, for example as described in US 4.894.523, whose

smaller side in use is oriented along the optical code

direction and whose greater side in use is along the

direction of the elements of the optical code (bars and

spaces). With reference to a horizontal orientation of

the linear optical code direction, the smaller side of

the diaphragm is indicated as the "width" and the

greater side is indicated as the "height". Reference is

made hereinafter to such an orientation, for the sake

of convenience, but without limiting in any manner the

generality of the invention.

The use of a rectangular diaphragm for reading a linear

optical code permits both an increase in the resolution

of the reader, i.e. the capability of reading optical

codes of higher resolution, and an increase in the

depth of field with respect to the case of a reader

without diaphragm, since a reduction of the aberrations

along the scanning direction of the optical code is

obtained.

According to the required performance of the optical

code scanning device, the size of the diaphragm must be

optimised.

Reducing the size of the smaller side of the diaphragm

or width, an increase in the depth of field is

generally obtained. However, simultaneously, there is

also a reduction of the amount of light which reaches

the sensor and therefore a reduction of the electrical

output signal.

By a further reduction of the size of the smaller side

of the diaphragm, the negative effects of the



diffraction phenomenon are however increased. The

diffraction limits the performance of the optical

receiving device with consequent decrease of the depth

of field. Because of the diffraction phenomenon, in

fact, the plane of higher resolution moves away from

the geometric focus, approaching the reader. This

phenomenon generally causes a loss of resolution of the

optical receiving device and a reduction of the depth

of field.

The increase of the size of the greater side of the

diaphragm or height leads to an advantageous increase

of the amount of light which reaches the sensor,

keeping the depth of field unaltered; however, in this

case, the sensitivity of the optical receiving device

to the "tilt angle" increases, wherein under "tilt

angle" the angle comprised between the direction of

the bars and spaces of a particular optical code being

read and the direction perpendicular to the scanning

line is meant. Such increase makes a correct reading of

the optical code difficult and sometimes impossible

when such tilt angle is greater than a threshold value,

variable according to the situation.

In summary, a diaphragm with a narrower aperture

permits having a better defined image from close up,

where the amount of available light is also greater,

but cannot be used in an advantageous manner for long

distance reading of the optical code, and vice versa a

diaphragm with a wider aperture permits having a better

defined image from a distance, but cannot be used in an

advantageous manner for small-distance reading of the

optical code, especially in case of high resolution

optical codes .

The technical problem at the basis of the present



invention is to improve the average reading performance

of an optical code reader in terms of depth of field.

According to the invention, this is obtained through

the simultaneous formation of two or more equally

focused but differently diaphragmed in phase images of

an optical code onto a linear sensor. Where the

aperturing is narrow, a better defined image from close

up is provided, and where the aperturing is wide, a

better defined image from a distance is provided.

In the present description and attached claims, under

"in phase images" it is meant to indicate overlapping

images having maxima, minima and inflexion points at

corresponding positions.

The invention regards, in one aspect thereof, a method

for improving the depth of field in the detection of a

linear optical code, in particular a method for

improving the depth of field in the detection of a

linear optical code comprising the steps of: (a)

forming a first image of the optical code onto a linear

sensor, through an objective having first parameters of

focal distance and magnification and an aperture having

a first smaller dimension in the direction

substantially parallel to the direction of the optical

code, and (b) simultaneously forming at least one

second image of the optical code onto said linear

sensor, through said objective or an objective having

said first focal distance and magnification parameters

and an aperture having a second smaller dimension in

the direction substantially parallel to the direction

of the optical code, said second smaller dimension

being different from said first smaller dimension,

wherein said first and said at least one second image

are in phase.



Inventive diaphragms for implementing the above method

in a linear optical code reader comprise a light

stopping portion and a light passing portion having a

non-constant smaller dimension or width, for example

comprising two substantially rectangular aperture

zones, an aperture zone having the shape of an

irregular polygon, in particular a trapezium, or also

an aperture zone having one or more curvilinear sides.

The invention regards, in another aspect thereof, a

diaphragm for implementing the above method in a linear

optical code reader, comprising a light stopping

portion and a light passing portion, characterised in

that the light passing portion has a first section

having a constant first smaller dimension and at least

one second section having a constant second smaller

section, said second smaller dimension being different

from said first smaller dimension.

In use of the diaphragm, the smaller dimension (width)

is arranged substantially along the direction of the

optical code, and the greater dimension (height) is

substantially along the direction of the elements of

the optical code.

Through the non-constant smaller dimension (width) of

the light passing portion, it is possible to

simultaneously exploit the characteristics of both

narrow diaphragms and wide diaphragms, increasing the

versatility of the reader with respect to the depth of

field without remarkably sacrificing the resolution,

and therefore permitting reading at different reader-

optical code distances.

Because in the case of bar codes, postal codes or

stacked codes, the image of the optical code is locally

invariant along the direction of the elements of the



optical code, it is in such a manner moreover permitted

to make a large light passing portion in the direction

of the code elements, which therefore permits the

passage of a large amount of light, and therefore

permits obtaining a high intensity of the signal

collected by the sensor.

In such a manner, two or more aperture zones are

defined in the light passing portion, with smaller

dimensions which may be independently chosen so that

each provides a different performance, and combined to

provide reading performance with intermediate

characteristics .

In particular, it is possible to lower the minimum

limit of the depth of field (i.e. permit readings from

closer distances) with respect to that obtainable with

a diaphragm having a single wide rectangular aperture

and, at the same time, it is possible to increase the

maximum limit of the depth of field (i.e. permit

readings from greater distances) with respect to that

obtainable with a diaphragm having a single narrow

rectangular aperture.

In a particularly preferred embodiment, said light

passing portion has at least two substantially

rectangular aperture zones having at least two

different smaller dimensions.

In the present description and attached claims, under

the term "rectangular" it is meant to indicate a shape

having four substantially right angles, a square

therefore being comprised in the term, as rectangles

and squares with rounded corners are comprised in the

expression "substantially rectangular".

Preferably, said light passing portion is formed by two



or three substantially rectangular aperture zones with

at least two different smaller dimensions.

The two or more substantially rectangular zones may be

adjoining, so that said light passing portion comprises

a single aperture, but according to the preferred

embodiment there are at least two non-adjoining

substantially rectangular aperture zones.

In other words, experimentally it resulted particularly

advantageous to provide a cross wall of said light

stopping portion between the substantially rectangular

zones, by which the two substantially rectangular

aperture zones are spaced.

Preferably, the distance between the two substantially

rectangular aperture zones, i.e. the cross wall size,

has a value comprised in the range between 0.01 and 1.0

mm, preferably between 0.1 and 0.3 mm.

Independently of the absence or presence of the cross

wall, more preferably the smaller dimensions of said at

least two aperture zones are not completely offset, so

that at least 50%, more preferably at least 75%, even

more preferably 100% of the shortest smaller dimension

is aligned with the longest smaller dimension.

In such a manner it is assured that the images of the

optical code produced by the aperture zones are in

phase even in defocusing conditions.

In the preferred embodiment of the invention, the

smaller dimensions of the two or more aperture zones

are centrally aligned.

In such a manner, each aperture zone contributes to the

formation of an image which is exactly in phase with

that formed by the other aperture for every position of



the object plane, thus determining an image on the

sensor which is given by the sum of the two distinct

images. In this manner, on the sensor the maximum of

the information emitted by the optical code is

obtained, whatever the distance between optical code

and diaphragm.

More in general, it is advantageous when said light

passing portion has a symmetry axis, which in use of

the diaphragm is perpendicular to the scanning

direction of the linear optical code, i.e.

perpendicular to the direction of the optical code in

ideal alignment conditions between the reader and the

optical code.

In order to increase the amount of light collected from

the single elements of the optical code, at least one

of said first and second substantially rectangular

aperture zones preferably has an aspect ratio greater

than 1.2:1, more preferably greater than 1.5:1, and

even more preferably between 1.5:1 and 4:1.

Preferably, the smaller dimension and the greater

dimension of a first one of said substantially

rectangular aperture zones are comprised, respectively,

in the ranges between 0.4 and 2.0 mm and between 0.5

and 4.0 mm.

Preferably, moreover, the smaller dimension and the

greater dimension of a second of said substantially

rectangular aperture zones are respectively comprised

in the ranges between 0.2 and 1.0 mm and between 0.24

and 2.0 mm.

Preferably, when there are only two substantially

rectangular aperture zones, their greater dimensions

extend in different half planes of the diaphragm, with



respect to the intersection between the diaphragm plane

and the plane containing the optical axis and the

sensitive line of the sensor, typically such

intersection being the centreline of the diaphragm

parallel to the smaller dimension.

In such a manner, the contribution of the two aperture

zones is symmetrically arranged with respect to a

linear sensor arranged facing the aforementioned

intersection, generatrix of the two half planes.

Advantageously, the light passing portion has a smaller

dimension which is comparably small in proximity to the

centreline of the diaphragm parallel to the smaller

dimension.

In such a manner, through the narrow aperture zone an

image centred on the sensitive line of the sensor is

obtained, an advantageous aspect in situations when it

is desired to favour reading high resolution codes in

proximity to the reader.

In one embodiment, the diaphragm of the invention

comprises an aperture zone of smaller dimension which

is comparably small and centred with respect to the

diaphragm, and two aperture zones of smaller dimension

which is comparably large, and symmetrically arranged

with respect to the centreline of the diaphragm

parallel to the smaller dimension.

In another aspect thereof, the invention regards a

diaphragm for implementing the above method in a linear

optical code reader, comprising a light stopping

portion and a light passing portion, characterised in

that the light passing portion has a non-constant

smaller dimension, wherein the light passing portion

has at most one axis of symmetry.



Also in this case, the light passing portion has

preferably a smaller dimension which is comparably

small in proximity to the centreline of the diaphragm

parallel to the smaller dimension.

In particular, the light passing portion may have the

shape of a trapezium, preferably an isosceles

trapezium.

In a further aspect thereof, the invention regards an

optical receiving device for a linear optical code

reader comprising an objective and a diaphragm as

previously described.

The diaphragms of the invention may be placed before,

after or within the objective, if this comprises

several lenses. Alternatively, the diaphragms may be

directly applied on the objective (or on one of the

lenses composing it) by means of gluing or they may

even be made on the objective itself by means of

methods such as spraying, sputtering, evaporation,

tampography, painting, etc.

In another aspect, the invention regards an optical

receiving device for implementing the aforementioned

method in a linear optical code reader, comprising an

objective having first parameters of focal distance and

magnification and an aperture having a first smaller

dimension, and a second objective having said first

parameters of focal distance and magnification and an

aperture having a second smaller dimension, said second

smaller dimension being different from said first

smaller dimension, arranged to form two in phase images

of a linear optical code onto a linear sensor.

In one embodiment, the first and the second objective

are half-lenses or portions of lenses.



In another embodiment, the first and the second

objective are respectively associated with two

diaphragms, each with a single substantially

rectangular aperture zone, and moreover deflection

means are provided for forming two in phase images of

an optical code onto a linear sensor.

The apertures may be formed on separate diaphragms or

on a same diaphragm, which can be placed before, after

or within the objectives, if these comprise several

lenses or lens portions. Alternatively, the diaphragms

may be directly applied on the objective (or on one of

the lenses composing it) through gluing or they may

even be made on the objective itself by means of

methods such as spraying, sputtering, evaporation,

tampography, painting, etc.

The deflection means may comprise two prisms. With this

simple configuration it is possible to obtain optical

paths of the light forming the two in phase images

which are of equal length.

Alternatively, it is possible to use either a series of

mirrors positioned in an appropriate manner so as to

obtain a deflection of the light beams identical to

that produced by the two prisms, or diffraction

gratings which reproduce the same action as the prisms.

In another aspect thereof, the invention regards a

linear optical code reader comprising one of the

optical receiving devices described above and a linear

sensor.

The invention therefore finds application in a

particularly useful manner for readers of the "imaging"

type.



Under the indication of "imaging" type, it is meant

that category of readers in which reading of the

optical code occurs by means of simultaneous

illumination of the entire optical code, and

acquisition of its overall image and transformation

into an electrical signal by means of a unidimensional

sensor, such as for example a sensor of Charge-Coupled

Device type (CCD) or of Complementary Metal-Oxide

Semiconductor type (C-MOS) .

The optical codes may be selected among bar codes,

postal codes and stacked codes.

The present invention finds an application in reading

optical codes having a resolution comprised between 3

mil and 55 mil and, in particularly advantageous

manner, in reading optical codes having a resolution

comprised between 4 mil and 20 mil, which are moreover

the most common resolutions on the market.

Further features and advantages of the present

invention will become more evident from the following

detailed description of its preferred embodiments

thereof, made with reference to the attached drawings.

In the drawings :

Figure 1 shows a front view of two different,

traditional diaphragms for comparison, 100 and 101,

each with a single rectangular aperture;

Figure 2 shows a front view of a first embodiment

of a diaphragm according to the present invention;

Figure 3 shows a diagrammatic perspective view of

the receiving section of a linear optical code reader

in accordance with the present invention;

Figure 4 shows the signal acquired with an



oscilloscope at the output of a sensor associated with

an objective and comparison diaphragm 100, with the

optical code placed at an object distance of 35 mm;

Figure 5 is analogous to figure 4 , but with

comparison diaphragm 101;

Figure 6 is analogous to figure 4 , but with the

diaphragm of figure 2 ;

- Figure 7 is analogous to Figure 4 with comparison

diaphragm 100 and the optical code placed at an object

distance of 430 mm;

Figure 8 is analogous to figure 7 , but with

comparison diaphragm 101;

Figure 9 is analogous to figure 7 , but with the

diaphragm of figure 2 ;

- Figure 10 shows the depth of field values obtained

using comparison diagrams 100, 101 and the diaphragm of

figure 2 , for different code resolutions;

Figure 11 shows a graph related to the maximum

resolution versus the object distance for optical

configurations using comparison diaphragms 100 and 101

and the diaphragm of figure 2 , at the same focusing

distance;

Figure 12 shows a graph related to the maximum

resolution versus the object distance for optical

configurations using comparison diaphragms 100 and 101

and the diaphragm of figure 2 , at different focusing

distances;

- Figure 13 shows a front view of a second embodiment

of a diaphragm according to the present invention;



- Figure 14 shows a front view of a third embodiment of

a diaphragm according to the present invention;

- Figure 15 shows a front view of a fourth embodiment

of a diaphragm according to the present invention;

- Figure 16 diagrammatically shows an optical receiving

device according to a fifth embodiment of the present

invention;

- Figure 17 diagrammatically shows an optical receiving

device according to a sixth embodiment of the present

invention;

Figure 18 diagrammatically shows the in phase

overlapping of two images of a linear optical code

formed according to the present invention.

In the remainder of the present description, the terms

vertical, horizontal, height and width are referred the

orientation shown in the figures, but must not be

understood as absolute spatial reference terms.

In figure 1 , examples of traditional diaphragms 100 and

101 are shown, for reading linear optical codes in the

meaning stated above, namely linearly invariant in one

direction, such as bar codes, postal codes and stacked

codes. Diaphragms 100 and 101 are of elongated

rectangular shape, having the same greater dimension or

height, but different smaller dimension or width;

indeed, diaphragm 100 measures 0.8 x 4.0 mm, while

diaphragm 101 measures 0.5 x 4.0 mm.

In figure 2 , a preferred embodiment of a diaphragm 1

according to the present invention is shown.

Diaphragm 1 comprises an opaque screen on which a light

stopping portion 2 and a light passing portion



comprising two aperture zones 3 and 4 are defined.

Although diaphragm 1 is illustrated with a rectangular

outer shape, it could alternatively have any outer

shape.

Each aperture zone 3 4 is of rectangular shape.

As an example, aperture zone 3 measures 0.8 x 2.9 mm,

while aperture 4 measures 0.5 x 0.9 mm. The ratio

between the greater dimension or height and the smaller

dimension or width of said aperture zone 3 is about

3.6:1, while the ratio between height and width of said

aperture zone 4 is 1.8:1. The two aperture zones 3 and

4 are separated by a cross wall 5 of said light

stopping portion 2 , in particular having a height of

0.2 mm.

Cross wall 5 is aligned with the horizontal centreline

6 of diaphragm 1 or optical axis 6 , so that the two

aperture zones 3 , 4 are arranged in two different half

planes of the diaphragm 1 .

In this manner, the paraxial light rays strike both the

wide aperture zone 3 and the narrow aperture zone 4 .

The light passing portion 3 , 4 may alternatively be

centred with respect to the diaphragm 1. In such a

manner, however, the narrow aperture zone 4 , which

would then result entirely below the optical axis 6,-

would be associated with a large component of non-

paraxial rays, with the consequent formation of a more

aberrated image by the narrow aperture zone 4 .

The two aperture zones 3 and 4 are moreover arranged

centrally aligned with each other to define a symmetry

axis 7 of the light passing portion 3,4, which is

arranged along the vertical centreline of diaphragm 1 .



Figure 3 shows a diagrammatic perspective view of

diaphragm 1 in use in a receiving section 8 of a linear

optical code reader in accordance with the present

invention.

The receiving section 8 of the reader comprises an

optical receiving device 9 comprising diaphragm 1 and

an objective 10 comprising one or more lenses.

The receiving section 8 of the reader moreover

comprises a photosensitive device or linear sensor 11

arranged on the other side of the optical receiving

device 9 with respect to an optical code C , in the

image plane of the objective 10. The sensor 11 is for

example of Charge-Coupled Device type (CCD) or of

Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor type (C-MOS) .

The object distance between optical code C and

diaphragm 1 is indicated with D .

It should be noted that the smaller dimensions (widths)

of the aperture zones 3 , 4 and the horizontal

centreline 6 are aligned with the direction of optical

code C , while the greater dimensions (heights) of the

aperture zones 3 , 4 and the vertical centreline or

symmetry axis 7 of diaphragm 1 are aligned with the

direction of the elements of optical code C .

The intersection between the centrelines 6 , 7 or centre

of the diaphragm 1 is moreover arranged on the optical

axis A of objective 10.

It is worthwhile emphasising that diaphragm 1 may be

arranged upstream of objective 10 - between objective

10 and optical code C to be read, as illustrated - ,

downstream of objective 10, or between objective 10 and

sensor 11, or within the set of lenses composing



objective 10.

Diaphragm 1 may moreover be directly applied on

objective 10, or on one of the lenses composing it, by

means of gluing or it may even be made on the objective

10 itself by means of methods such as spraying,

sputtering, evaporation, tampography, painting, etc.

The illuminating section of the reader 8 and the other

optical components such as possible deflection mirrors,

as well as electrical and logical components of reader

8 , are not illustrated, since they may be of any type

known in the field. They preferably comprise one or

more sources of LED type with an appropriate

illuminating optics comprising for example one or more

focusing lenses and possible diaphragms.

EXAMPLES

The performance of the diaphragm 1 of the invention was

compared with the performance of the two comparison

diaphragms 100 and 101 of figure 1 , as discussed in the

following examples.

For a correct interpretation of the examples, it should

be noted that the aperture zone 3 of the diaphragm 1 of

the invention has a width (0.8 mm) equal to the width

of the aperture of the comparison diaphragm 100

illustrated in figure 1 , while the aperture zone 4 of

the diaphragm 1 of the invention has a width (0.5 mm)

equal to the width of the aperture of the comparison

diaphragm 101 illustrated in figure 1 . Moreover, the

height (4.0 mm) of the comparison diaphragms 100, 101

is equal to the sum of the height (2.9 mm) of aperture

zone 3 , the height (0.9 mm) of aperture zone 4 and the

height of cross wall 5 (0.2 mm) which divides the two

aperture zones 1 and 2 of the diaphragm 1 of the



invention.

Example 1. The configuration of figure 3 was modified

by replacing diaphragm 1 with the previously described

comparison diaphragm 100, having a single aperture of a

rectangular shape of 0.8 x 4.0 mm size. The output

signals of the sensor 11, related to a generic bar code

C of 13 mil resolution placed at an object distance D

of 35 mm, were then acquired with an oscilloscope. An

oscilloscope was connected to the output of sensor 11.

Example 2. Example 1 was repeated, with the difference

that comparison diaphragm 100 was replaced by the

previously described comparison diaphragm 101, having a

single aperture of rectangular shape of 0.5 x 4.0 mm

size.

Example 3. Example 1 was repeated, with the difference

that comparison diaphragm 100 was replaced by the

diaphragm 1 of the invention, having two aperture zones

3 , 4 of rectangular shape and of respective size of 0.8

x 2.9 mm and 0.5 x 0.9 mm, separated by a cross wall

of 0.2 mm.

Example 4. Example 1 was repeated, with the difference

that the generic bar code C was placed at an object

distance D of 430 mm.

Example 5. Example 4 was repeated, with the difference

that comparison diaphragm 100 was replaced by

comparison diaphragm 101.

Example 6. Example 4 was repeated, with the difference

that comparison diaphragm 100 was replaced by the

diaphragm 1 of the invention.

The signals acquired with the oscilloscope of Examples

1-6 are, respectively, reproduced in figures 4-9. It



should be noted that two signals are shown in each

figure, a bottom one and a top one, which refer to the

analog output signal of the sensor and respectively to

the properly filtered and amplified analog signal.

From an examination of these results, it appears that

for signals acquired in proximity to reader 8 (Examples

1-3, object distance D equal to 35 mm), the signal

dynamics with regard to the narrower bars, highlighted

with a rectangle, is improved when comparison diaphragm

101 (Example 2 , figure 5 ) having a narrower aperture

(0.5 mm) is used, with respect to when comparison

diaphragm 100 (Example 1 , figure 4 ) is used, which is

at the limit of readability.

The signal obtained with the diaphragm 1 of the

invention (Example 3 , figure 6 ) shows an intermediate

result between that obtained with diaphragm 100 and

that obtained with diaphragm 101.

On the other hand, for the signals acquired at a long

distance from the optical code (Examples 4-6, object

distance D equal to 430 mm) , the signal dynamics with

regard to the narrower bars, highlighted with a

rectangle, is improved when comparison diaphragm 100

(Example 4 , figure 7 ) having a wider aperture (0.8 mm)

is used, with respect to when comparison diaphragm 101

(Example 5 , figure 8 ) is used, which is at the limit of

readability.

Also in this case, the signal obtained with the

diaphragm 1 of the invention (Example 6 , figure 9 )

shows an intermediate result between that obtained with

diaphragm 100 and that obtained with diaphragm 101.

It may therefore be understood from these examples that

the use of diaphragm 1 having a light passing portion



defined by two aperture zones 3 , 4 , according to one

embodiment of the invention, permits on the one hand

lowering the minimum limit of the depth of field with

respect to the minimum limit of the depth of field in

case of use of a diaphragm with a single wide

rectangular aperture, and on the other hand increasing

the maximum limit of the depth of field with respect to

the maximum limit of the depth of field in case of use

of a diaphragm with a single narrow rectangular

aperture.

Examples 7-9 . The configurations of Examples 1-3 were

used for identifying the extremes of the depth of field

for a code of 20 mil resolution, in other words the

object distance D was changed until the values beyond

which the optical code C could no longer be resolved

were identified, respectively with comparison diaphragm

100, with comparison diaphragm 101 and the diaphragm 1

of the invention.

Examples 10-12 . The Examples 7-9 were repeated, but

with a code with resolution of 13 mil.

Examples 13-15 . The Examples 7-9 were repeated, but

with a code with resolution of 7.5 mil.

Example 16-18 . The Examples 7-9 were repeated, but with

a code with resolution of 5 mil.

In the following table 1 and in figure 10 the depth of

field values which were obtained for the optical code

resolutions used in Examples 7-18 are reproduced.



Table 1

From an examination of these results, the numeric

confirmation of what already generically noted in

Examples 1-6 appears, namely an improvement provided by

the use of the diaphragm of the invention of the

minimum and maximum limits of the depth of field,

respectively, with respect to use of a conventional

diaphragm with a single, respectively wide and narrow,

rectangular aperture.

It is noted that the slight worsening of the maximum

and minimum limits of the depth of field, respectively,

with respect to use of a conventional diaphragm with a

single, respectively wide and narrow, rectangular

aperture is wholly acceptable.

Example 19. The configuration of Example 1 was used for

identifying the maximum resolution of an optical code

readable with comparison diaphragm 100, versus the

object distance D , maintaining the focusing distance of



- 2 A -

the objective 10 at a predetermined value (image

distance between objective and sensor equal to 23.3

mm) .

Example 20. Example 19 was repeated, with the

difference that the comparison diaphragm 100 was

replaced by comparison diaphragm 101.

Example 21. Example 19 was repeated, with the

difference that the comparison diaphragm 100 was

replaced by the diaphragm 1 of the invention.

In figure 11, on the x-axis the values related to the

object distance D are reproduced, expressed in

centimetres, while on the y-axis the values related to

the maximum resolution are reproduced, expressed in µm ,

for Examples 19-21.

The curves reproduced in this figure 11 therefore

represent the limit resolution for each of the

diaphragms of Examples 19-21; from the intersection

points of the various curves with the straight line

which identifies a particular resolution, the depth of

field for a code with that resolution is obtained.

By way of an example, in figure 11, the straight line

related to the resolution of 10 mils, equal to about

254 µm , is plotted. It may be noted that the

configuration of Example 20, using comparison

diaphragm 101 with a single narrow rectangular

aperture, is able to resolve the 10 mils optical code

practically at any close distance, but only until an

object distance D less than 25 cm, above this maximum

distance limit it not being possible to resolve such a

code. On the other hand, it may be noted that by using

the configuration of Example 19, comprising a

comparison diaphragm 100 with a single wide rectangular



aperture, the long distance reading capability is

considerably improved, the upper limit of the depth of

field being equal to about 38 cm, but it is not

possible to resolve an optical code of such 10 mils

resolution at an object distance D less than about 6

cm.

Using the configuration of Example 21, comprising a

diaphragm 1 of the invention having a light passing

portion defined by the two aperture zones 3 , 4 , the

capability of reading an optical code of 10 mils

resolution at small distances is considerably improved,

the lower limit of the depth of field being about 4 cm,

without losing excessive long distance reading

capability, the upper limit of the depth of field being

equal to about 33 cm.

Example 22 . Example 19 was repeated, once again setting

the distance between the objective and the sensor at

23.3 mm.

Example 23 . Example 20 was repeated, setting however

the distance between the objective and the sensor at

24.8 mm so as to favour, with respect to the

configuration of Example 22, the reading at smaller

distances and for higher resolution codes.

Example 24 . Example 21 was repeated, once again setting

the distance between the objective and the sensor at

23.3 mm.

Analogously to figure 11, in figure 12 on the x-axis

the values related to the object distance D are

reproduced, expressed in centimetres, and on the y-axis

the values related to the maximum resolution are

reproduced, expressed in µm , for the Examples 22-24.



By way of an example, in figure 12, the straight line

related to the resolution of 13 mils, equal to about

330 µm , is plotted. It may be noted that the

configuration of Example 23, using a comparison

diaphragm 101 with a single narrow rectangular

aperture, is able to resolve the optical code of 13

mils resolution at an object distance D comprised

between 1.5 and 27 cm, above this maximum distance

limit it not being possible to resolve such an optical

code. Also in this case, it may be noted that by using

the configuration of Example 22, comprising a

comparison diaphragm 100 with a single wide rectangular

aperture, the long distance reading capability is

considerably improved, the upper limit of the depth of

field being equal to about 43.5 cm, However it is not

possible to resolve an optical code of such 13 mils

resolution at an object distance D less than about 3.5

cm.

Using the configuration of Example 24, comprising a

diaphragm 1 of the invention having a light passing

portion defined by the two aperture zones 3 , 4 , the

small distance reading capability is considerably

improved, the lower limit of the depth of field being

about 1.5 cm, without losing excessive long distance

reading capability, the upper limit of the depth of

field being about 39 cm.

From the above Examples it may be concluded that by

using the diaphragm 1 according to the invention, a

depth of field which is a good compromise between those

obtainable with diaphragm 101 with a single narrow

rectangular aperture and with diaphragm 100 with a

single wide rectangular aperture is obtained.

Figure 13 shows a second embodiment of a diaphragm 12



according to the present invention, which differs from

the first embodiment in that there is no cross wall 5

and the two aperture zones, again indicated with

reference 3 , 4 , are adjoining.

In figure 14, a third embodiment of a diaphragm 13

according to the present invention is shown.

Analogously to the first embodiment, diaphragm 13

comprises an opaque screen on which a light stopping

portion 2 and a light passing portion comprising three

aperture zones 14, 15 and 16 are defined, wherein the

central aperture zone 15 is comparably narrow and the

aperture zones 14 and 16 are equal to each other and

comparably wide.

Although the diaphragm 13 is illustrated of outer

rectangular shape, it could alternatively have any

outer shape.

Each aperture zone 14, 15 and 16 has a rectangular

shape. In particular, the narrow aperture zone 15

measures 0.5 x 0.9 mm, while each aperture zone 14 and

16 measures 0.8 x 1.3 mm. The ratio between the greater

dimension or height and the smaller dimension or width

of said narrow aperture zone 15 is about 1.8:1, while

the ratio between the height and width of said wide

aperture zones 14 and 16 is 1.625:1. The two aperture

zones 14 and 15 are separated by a cross wall 17 of

said light stopping portion 2 , having in particular a

height of 0.2 mm. Similarly the two aperture zones 15

and 16 are separated by a cross wall 18 of said light

stopping portion 2 , having in particular a height of

0.2 mm, equal to that of the cross wall 17.

The aperture zone 15 is centred with respect to the

horizontal centreline 6 and to the vertical centreline



7 of the diaphragm 13.

The two other aperture zones 14 and 16 are arranged in

two different half planes of diaphragm 13, they also

being centred with respect to the vertical centreline 7

of diaphragm 13, but symmetrically arranged with

respect to the horizontal centreline 6 of diaphragm 13.

The light passing portion of diaphragm 13, defined by

the three aperture zones 14, 15 and 16, therefore has

two axes of symmetry, the first one along the

horizontal centreline 6 of diaphragm 13, the second one

along the vertical centreline 7 of diaphragm 13.

The use of diaphragm 13 with respect to diaphragm 1 of

figure 2 permits obtaining through the central, narrow

aperture zone 15 an image which is always vertically

centred on the sensitive line of sensor 11. This

configuration with respect to that of diaphragm 1 may

turn out to be advantageous in situations when it is

desired to favour reading high resolution codes in

proximity to the reader.

It is worthwhile emphasising that even with the light

passing portions of diaphragm 1 of figure 2 or of

diaphragm 12 of figure 13, appropriately translated so

that the narrower aperture zone 4 is centred around the

horizontal centreline 6 and therefore on the sensitive

line of sensor 11, the same advantage in terms of

greater resolution from close up would be obtained.

However, the single, wider aperture zone 3 would extend

(upwards with reference to the figures) to receive rays

still further from the paraxial rays, worsening the

overall performance.

According to a variant of this embodiment, the aperture

zones 14 and 16 may have different heights and/or



widths from each other.

Of course there may also be more than three aperture

zones, adjoining or separated by cross walls.

As a further alternative, the two or more aperture

zones may be partly or totally offset, i.e. the axis of

symmetry of the light passing portion extended along

the vertical centreline 7 of the diaphragm according to

the invention may be absent.

It is furthermore not necessary that two or more

rectangular aperture zones are defined, or squares, as

a particular form of a rectangular aperture.

Firstly, the corners of the rectangular aperture zones

may be rounded, to define substantially rectangular

aperture zones.

More generally, the light passing portion may have a

more complex shape with non-constant smaller dimension

or width, which is advantageously exploited to obtain a

good average reading performance in a linear optical

code reader.

The smaller dimension or width of the light passing

portion may be constant in sections and variable in

sections, for example in a light passing portion having

the shape of an irregular polygon, or even continuously

variable, for example in a light passing portion having

one or more curvilinear sides.

It is however particularly advantageous, as indicated

above, that at paraxial rays or nearly paraxial rays

the light passing portion has a comparably narrow

aperture.

As an example, in figure 15 a diaphragm 19 according to



a fourth embodiment of the invention is illustrated.

Diaphragm 19 has a light passing portion 20 of

trapezoidal shape, preferably not aligned with respect

to the horizontal centreline 6 of diaphragm 19, so that

the light passing portion 20 is comparably narrow at

paraxial rays .

In figure 16, a fifth embodiment of the invention is

diagrammatically illustrated. According to such an

embodiment, an optical receiving device 21 of an

optical code reader comprises two half lenses or lens

portions 22, 23 separated from each other and each

diaphragmed with a single rectangular aperture zone,

respectively 24 and 25. The rectangular aperture zones

24 and 25 can each be in its own support or diaphragm,

or the two aperture zones 24 and 25 may be on a same

support, in an analogous manner to the diaphragm of

figure 2 .

Also in this case, the two aperture zones 24, 25 have a

different smaller side or width 5 , in the direction

perpendicular to the drawing plane. Moreover, they may

have a different size of their greater side or height,

as illustrated in figure 16.

The performance of the optical device 21 of figure 16

is entirely analogous to the performance of the optical

device of figure 3 , above commented upon in detail.

In figure 17, a sixth embodiment of the invention is

diagrammatically illustrated. According to such an

embodiment, an optical receiving device 26 of an

optical code reader comprises two objectives 27, 28,

identical to each other regarding focal length and

magnification, overlapped in the direction orthogonal

to the direction of the optical code (scanning

direction) .



The objectives 27 and 28 are respectively associated

with two diaphragms 29, 30, each with a single

rectangular aperture zone. Diaphragms 29, 30 may be

directly applied one on objective 27 and the other on

objective 28 or on one of the lenses composing them, by

means of gluing, spraying, sputtering, evaporation,

tampography, painting etc.

Also in this case, the aperture zones of diaphragms 29,

30 have a different smaller side or width in the

direction perpendicular to the drawing plane.

Furthermore, they may have a different size of greater

side or height, as illustrated in figure 17.

Objective 27 and diaphragm 29 and, respectively,

objective 28 and diaphragm 30 form the image of the

optical code on the same sensor 11 by means of two

prisms 31 and 32, along an optical path of equal

length.

Alternatively, it is possible to use either a set of

mirrors positioned in an appropriate manner so as to

obtain a deflection of the light beams identical to

that produced by the two prisms, or diffraction

gratings which reproduce the same action of the prisms.

Also the performance of the optical receiving device 26

of figure 17 is wholly analogous to that of the optical

device of figure 3 , above commented upon in detail.

Indeed, the two images A and B overlap each other in

phase on sensor 11, namely the beams passing through

the two aperture zones of diaphragms 29 and 30 have

maxima, minima and inflexion points of the signal in

the same positions, as reproduced in figure 18.

The two images A and B are defined with lower or higher



contrast according to the position of the linear

optical code: the narrow diaphragm 30 permits having a

better defined image from close up, while the wide

diaphragm 29 permits having a better defined image from

a distance, since it is less limited by the diffraction

phenomenon.

Without wishing to be bound to any theory, the

operation of the invention is believed to be based on

the fact that the Point Spread Function (PSF) in

focused conditions is the Fourier transform of the

function which describes the diaphragm aperture, and it

may be seen as the overlapping of the Fourier transform

of the function which describes each aperture zone. In

defocused conditions, these two contributions are

separated. However, along the sensitive line of the

sensor 11, the effects of the separation of the two

contributions are not noted, because the integral of

the PSF in the direction orthogonal to the code

direction, which is indicative of the intensity of the

light detected by the sensor, is nearly independent

from the separation of the two contributions along the

direction orthogonal to the code direction.

It is therefore understood that the above described

embodiments, i.e. the diaphragms 1 , 12, 13 and 19 of

figures 1 and 13-15, when used in an optical receiving

device of a reader of optical codes for example as

illustrated in figure 3 , as well as the optical

receiving devices 21 and 26 of figures 16 and 17,

permit implementing the inventive method for the

detection of a linear optical code, in particular for

improving the depth of field in the detection of a

linear optical code, comprising the steps of: (a)

forming a first image of the optical code onto a linear

sensor, through an objective having first parameters of



focal distance and magnification and an aperture having

a first smaller dimension in the direction

substantially parallel to the direction of the optical

code, and (b) simultaneously forming at least one

second image of the optical code onto said linear

sensor, through said objective or an objective having

said first parameters of focal distance and

magnification and an aperture having a second smaller

dimension in the direction substantially parallel to

the direction of the optical code, said second smaller

dimension being different from said first smaller

dimension, wherein said first and said at least one

second image are in phase.

The diaphragm 13 of figure 14 permits forming three in

phase images, while the diaphragm 19 of figure 15

permits forming a plurality of images, all in phase

with each other.



CLAIMS

1 . Method for improving the depth of field in the

detection of a linear optical code, comprising the

steps of: (a) forming a first image of the optical code

onto a linear sensor, through an objective having first

parameters of focal distance and magnification and an

aperture having a first smaller dimension in the

direction substantially parallel to the direction of

the optical code, and (b) simultaneously forming at

least one second image of the optical code onto said

linear sensor, through said objective or an objective

having said first parameters of focal distance and

magnification, and an aperture having a second smaller

dimension in the direction substantially parallel to

the direction of the optical code, said second smaller

dimension being different from said first smaller

dimension, wherein said first and said at least one

second image are in phase.

2 . A diaphragm (1; 12; 13) for a linear optical code

reader, comprising a light stopping portion (2) and a

light passing portion (3, 4 ; 14-16), characterised in

that the light passing portion (3, 4 ; 14-16) has a

first section (3; 15) with a constant first smaller

dimension and at least one second section (4; 14, 16)

with a constant second smaller dimension, said second

smaller dimension being different from said first

smaller dimension.

3 . Diaphragm (1; 12; 13) according to claim 2 ,

characterised in that said light passing portion (3, 4 ;

14-16) has at least two substantially rectangular

aperture zones (3, 4 ; 14-16) with at least two

different smaller dimensions.

4 . Diaphragm (1; 12; 13) according to claim 3 ,



characterised in that said light passing portion is

formed by two or three substantially rectangular

aperture zones (3, 4 ; 14-16) with at least two

different smaller dimensions.

5 . Diaphragm (1; 13) according to claim 4 ,

characterised in that said substantially rectangular

aperture zones (3, 4 ; 14-16) are not adjoining.

6 . Diaphragm (1; 13) according to claim 5 ,

characterised in that the substantially rectangular

aperture zones (3, 4 ; 14-16) are spaced by means of a

cross wall (5; 17, 18) of said light stopping portion

(2) .

7 . Diaphragm (1; 13) according to claim 6 ,

characterised in that the size of said cross wall (5;

17, 18) between the two substantially rectangular

aperture zones (3, 4 ; 14-16) has a value comprised in

the range between 0.01 and 1.0 mm.

8 . Diaphragm (1; 12; 13) according to any of claims 4-

7 , characterised in that the smaller dimensions of said

at least two substantially rectangular aperture zones

(3, 4 ; 14-16) are not completely offset.

9 . Diaphragm (1; 12; 13) according to claim 8 ,

characterised in that the smaller dimensions of the two

substantially rectangular aperture zones (3, 4 ; 14-16)

are centrally aligned.

10. Diaphragm (1; 12; 13) according to any of the

claims 4-9, characterised in that at least one of said

substantially rectangular aperture zones (3, 4 ; 14-16)

has an aspect ratio greater than 1.2:1.

11. Diaphragm (1; 12; 13) according to any of claims 4-

10, characterised in that the smaller dimension and the



greater dimension of a first of said substantially

rectangular aperture zones (3; 14, 16) are respectively

comprised in the ranges between 0.4 and 2.0 mm and

between 0.5 and 4.0 mm.

12. Diaphragm (1; 12; 13) according to any of claims 4-

11, characterised in that the smaller dimension and the

greater dimension of at least a second of said

substantially rectangular aperture zones (4; 15) are

respectively comprised in the ranges between 0.2 and

1.0 mm and between 0.24 and 2.0 mm.

13. Diaphragm (1; 12) according to any of claims 4-12,

characterised by having two substantially rectangular

aperture zones (3, 4 ) whose greater dimensions extend

into different half planes of the diaphragm (1) .

14. Diaphragm (1; 12; 13) according to any of the

previous claims, characterised in that said light

passing portion (3, 4 ; 14-16) has a smaller dimension

which is comparably small in proximity to the

centreline (6) of the diaphragm (1; 12; 13) parallel to

the smaller dimension.

15. Diaphragm (13) according to claim 14, characterised

by comprising an aperture zone (15) of smaller

dimension which is comparably small and centred with

respect to the diaphragm (13), and two aperture zones

(14, 16) of smaller- dimension which is comparably large

and symmetrically arranged with respect to the

centreline (6) of the diaphragm (13) parallel to the

smaller dimension.

16. Diaphragm (1; 12; 13) according to any of the

previous claims, characterised in that said light

passing portion has at least one axis of symmetry (7) .



17. A diaphragm (1; 12; 19) for a linear optical code

reader, comprising a light stopping portion (2) and a

light passing portion (3, 4 ; 20), characterised in that

the light passing portion (3, 4 ; 20) has a non-constant

smaller dimension, wherein the light passing portion

(3, 4 ; 20) has at most one axis of symmetry (7) .

18. Diaphragm (1; 12; 19) according to claim 17,

characterised in that said light passing portion (3, 4 ;

20) has a smaller dimension which is comparably small

in proximity to the centreline (6) of the diaphragm (1;

12; 19) parallel to the smaller dimension.

19. Diaphragm (19) according to claim 17 or 18,

characterised in that said light passing portion (20)

has the shape of a trapezium.

20. Optical receiving device (9) for a linear optical

code reader comprising an objective (10) and a

diaphragm (1; 12; 13; 19) according to any one of

claims 1-19.

21. Optical receiving device (9) according to claim 20,

characterised in that the diaphragm (1; 12; 13; 19) is

placed between the image plane and the objective (10) .

22. Optical receiving device (9) according to claim 20,

characterised in that the diaphragm (1; 12; 13; 19) is

placed between the object plane and the objective (10) .

23. Optical receiving device (9) according to claim 20,

characterised in that the diaphragm (1; 12; 13; 19) is

made on a lens of the objective (10) .

24. Optical receiving device (9) according to claim 20,

characterised in that the objective (10) comprises at

least two lenses and the diaphragm (1; 12; 13; 19) is

placed between said lenses.



25. Optical receiving device (21; 26) for a reader of

linear optical code, comprising an objective (22; 27)

having first parameters of focal distance and

magnification and an aperture (24; 29) having a first

smaller dimension, and a second objective (23; 28)

having said first parameters of focal distance and

magnification and an aperture (25; 30) having a second

smaller dimension, said second smaller dimension being

different from said first smaller dimension, arranged

to form two in phase images of a linear optical code

onto a linear sensor (11) .

26. Optical receiving device (21) according to claim

25, characterised in that said first and said second

objective (22, 23) are half lenses or lens portions.

27. Optical receiving device (26) according to claim

25, characterised in that said first and said second

objective (27, 28) are respectively associated with two

diaphragms (29, 30), each with a single substantially

rectangular aperture zone, and in that deflection means

(31, 32) are provided for forming two in phase images

(A, B ) of an optical code onto a linear sensor (11) .

28. Optical receiving device (26) according to claim

27. characterised in that said deflection means

comprises two prisms (31, 32) .

29. Linear optical code reader comprising an optical

receiving device (9; 21; 26) according to any of claims

20-28 and a linear sensor (11) .

30. Linear optical code reader according to claim 29,

characterised in that said optical codes are selected

among bar codes, postal codes and stacked codes.

31. Linear optical code reader according to either of



claims 29 and 30, characterised in that said optical

codes have a resolution comprised between 3 mil and 55

mil.
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Box Il Observations where certain claims were found unsearchable (Continuation of item 2 of first sheet)

This International Search Report has not been established in respect of certain claims under Article 17(2)(a) for the following reasons:

1. Claims Nos.:
because they relate to subject matter not required to be searched by this Authority, namely:

Claims Nos.:
because they relate to parts of the International Application that do not comply with the prescribed requirements to such
an extent that no meaningful International Search can be carried out, specifically:

3. I I Claims Nos.:
because they are dependent claims and are not drafted in accordance with the second and third sentences of Rule 6.4(a).

Box III Observations where unity of invention is lacking (Continuation of item 3 of first sheet)

This International Searching Authority found multiple inventions in this international application, as follows:

see additi onal sheet

1. As all required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this International Search Report covers all
searchable claims.

2. As all searchable claims could be searched without effort justifying an additional fee, this Authority did not invite payment
of any additional fee.

3. As only some of the required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this International Search Report
covers only those claims for which fees were paid, specifically claims Nos.:

4. No required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant. Consequently, this International Search Report is
restricted to the invention first mentioned in the claims; it is covered by claims Nos.:

Remark on Protest The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest.

No protest accompanied the payment of additional search fees.
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FURTHER INFORMATION CONTINUED FROM PCT/ISA/ 210

This International Searching Authority found multiple (groups of)
inventions in this international application, as follows:

1 . claims: 1-16,20-22,24,29-31

A diaphragm for an optical code reader comprising two
rectangular aperture zones spaced apart by means of a cross
wall, said wall having a size in the range between 0.01 mm
and 1.0 mm.

2 . claims: 17-19

A diaphragm having a l ight passi ng porti on with a
non-constant smal ler dimension .

3. c l aim: 23

An optical receivi ng device compri si ng a di aphragm made on a
lens .

4. c l aims : 25-28

An optical receiving device comprising first and second
objectives having first and second parameters of focal
distance and magnification.
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